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FOREWORD

The 50th Annual Convention of the National Sand and Gravel Associa-

"tion (NSGA) and the 36th Annual Convention of the National Ready Mixed

Concrete Association (NRMCA) were held in, Chicago, Illinois, 6-10 February

19bb. A total of 17,500 persons were in attendance.

4 v This paper was prepared for and presented at a joint engineering

session of the two associations on 10 February. It was submitted to the

Office, Chief of Engineers and approved for presentation and publication.

It will be reproduced and distributed by the NSGA and NRMCA to their

members. The paper was prepared under the direction of Mr. Thomas B.

Kennedy, Chief, Concrete Division.

Colonel John R. Oswalt, Jr., CE, was Director of the Waterways

Experiment Station during the preparation of this paper. Mr. J. B.

Tiffany was Technical Director.



Concrete Deterioration*

by
Bryant Mather**

On a previous occasion I had the honor of addressing a joint session of

"Annual Coa.vention of the National San( and Gravel Association and the

... onai :..y .:xed Concrete Association. At that time, in Now Orleani •n

*.., my zo,.ic was "The Mineralogical Properties of Aggregates and Their

So..nificance. In the remarks I made then, I suggested that every person

±-cted xwith either of your associations is necessarily a petrographer,

al. :Z you write about rocks. I also suggested that it was advantageous

.. ich of you to know what rocks and minerals make up the aggregates you

-..ss, z,1, and use but chat you should not expect that mere knowledgo

:..,eir r••s will solve all the problems you encounter with these various

,. :.:icles ..-- rocks and minerals.

Today the subj.-ct of my remarks is "Concrete Deterioration," and par-

". .. arly deterioraz_.:., of concrete in service that is caused by forces other

, extt .allv app'e,. joads. This is a part of the problems that you en-

. er the us, c,-' the rocks and mineral particles that comprise concrete

uggregates--and it also includes problems not related to aggregates. By an

interest. ., coincidence, I am also scheduled to participate next ;onlth at the

AO Convention in Philadelphia in the Symposium on Cracking of Co:,craC. Lor

ch the subject tf., has been assigned to me is "Crack.g in•ucd by

a at the request of Mr. Delmar L. Bloem, Director of "

Sre., .ration at .he Joint Engineering Session of the Annual C., s'rLo;,.
Se N..onal Sa-. and Gravel Association and the National t,,'-, ixed

,2:etL zsociati. , Chicago, Illinois, 1C 'ebruary 1966.
_ear. Civil Engineer, Concrete DiviMio;,, Waterways , * tl(Loll

o. ..oineers, U. S. Army, Jackson, Mississippi.



are ;hapcer and those I will make in Philadelphia are chapter 2 of a

continuec story. I hope that most of you will be at the ACI meeting, for

• reasons o~her t'han tiearing chapter 2 of my story, and, more importantly,

• I hope tz-iat wh-at I say today %;ill not keep any of you away from Philadelphia.

i here i6 no variety of concrete, nor indeed any other substance, eithel-r

i ~naz,iral or r.,•n-made, that is unchanging or everlasting, In the real world

_ all substances alter with time and exposure, no matter how mild .h1 exposure

r- ..d~ybe. Che only approach to effective freedom from change over time for

•, •.,_L_,_als i•to select, the most inert available materials, such as pure -old

S¢C-1, -Ire p ,acinr=., and store them at constant temperature in a vacuum. T'.us,

_.ir a sul z:_,nce such as concrete, when one talks of freedom from deteriora=

>= •.,.:,one necceszarily calks not in an absolfite sense but in a relative sensre.

:,?e:.=ica :.t -J,.s not necessary to avoid all c.hange however minor for an

I it

if -

conaite stomy, butis only necessary to avoid changes of a nature and degree

s o. s oto er the ability of the concrete properly a o serve its intended

oee a period of time appropriate to the intended service life of the

•v szrL.,ture , which it is a part.

Sit is thus suggesteO .,mmediately that different structures have diffrent"

i,-.z,.-ded svielives--in milita-ry operations the service life may be days

0or waeks; so..utures at i World's Fair may need to remain serviceable for tdo
aor three yub n ; alter a sea wall may, in some cases, be expected to endure

f b. initel It is also immediately suggested that changes that impair the

.ialy of concrele in one structure to serve its intended purpose would not

Sosarily n.airhay in another structure tc sucns a degree. Surface defec.
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Droduced by changes after construction on a surface with regard to whlich

there wat :.o requirement for cmoochness or aesthetic quality during con-

s-ruction ray be of no concern; similar defects on an architectural concrete

fac-de may render it unserviceable unless repaired. Cracks in a paved path

in :. park -,ay actually add a desired rustic rnffect--similar cracks in a tank

mig-z render the tank useless.

1 assum-e, therefore, that we can agree that: 'a) neither complete absence

o? camngez nor iniinite durability are desired of concrete in service, and

6() differing requirementz for allowable degrees of change over differing

!,c:.,-ids o' needed service free of excessive change are applicable to con-

cre.s in differing structures. From this it follow;s that, if it were more

co4zly to produce concrete with confidence that it would serve with lesser

. or or a longer period before manifesting a given degree of change, it

WoLd also follow that the requirements for concrete--concrete materials and

c.. <:;ete construction nrzctices--should vary widely. More restriccive pro-

v:-:,ns should be invoked the lesser the allowable changes or the longe: the

reired ý.riod of freedom from a given degree of change--or both. Only if

cona::ete war, a material that was always ar inevitably the same--as is pure

geld--then there would be no reason to' raise any such questions. The only

cuestions that would be appropriate under these conditions would be: (1) Will

gold serve the purpose? and (2) Is it the most economical available material?

If both questions are answered yes--use gold; if not, don't.

But, as -we all know, concrete is not a single uniform r.aterial that always

and inev•'.ably possesses the same properties and undergoes identical chanes

ac Gdentical rates in a oiven envizonment. Thus it is appropriate to consider
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different ccncruzts for different required degrees of fre-edom from change

anc differcu.- periods of service without such specified degree of change.

There is the additional factor, which for our purpose is perhaps thL

major com:plicaring factor, namely, the difference in the environment from

place to ?!Ace where concrete must manifest the desired freedom from change

Xor che desired period of time. For our purposes I will include under the

;aeading of the environment, as it affects the ability of a concrete to serve

-. . intended purpose satisfactorily, not oaly those obvious environmental

".a;'ors such as weather or climate that affect temperature extremes and rates

of temperacure change, freezing and thawing, wetting and drying, but also

factors zucn as -ctac, on concrete by natural or man made agents or agencies,

. chemical and physical, including acids, salts, sulfates, air-borne

aor'.: • c..es, termites, marine borers, and so on,that can induce undesir-

ab.e cha.z. _.

At :his point i hope I have suggested, in a more or less logical and

o .,zly . a conclusion that everyoody knows already and which can be

s azad in ';.any different ways, some of which are as follows:

a. No two concretes are alike, indeed no two points in a given

zon-_.ete cz'2 alike.

b. No two strucctres have precisely identical requirements for the

concrete , which they should be composed; indeed no two points in a given

: ...- Zctur. h.ave the same requirements, since the envirornment will not be

?-_cisely the same at two different points.

c. No one concrete should be expected to behave L:tactly the sae y

in two di:-i,-t places, or Lvcn at two different points -in the same structu:-.
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Since it is my intention and my desire in making these remarks to be

useful, anU practi•c1. rather than confusing or impractical; now that I

hav.-- indicated the complexity of the sitaation with which concrete, and

those who make it and those who design, build, and use structures composed

wholly or in part of it, are confronted; I will try to suggest how these

co..exities can he deaalt with and their potentially undesirable conscquences

car be a•..ided.

There are only two ways in which it can develop that the concrete _:t

a paint in a structure has failed to maintain a satisfactory degree of •eedom

from chacnge for a satisfactory period of time: either (a) the specifications

anc-r which it was built were not complied with or (b) the specifications

. defaczive in failing to include one or more requiremencs that should

L" ", Deer. ":.aWuded.

Failure to caply with the rrequirae.ta s of specifica=t' os is breach

-o =ontract, and remedial action following such failure should be taken by

thosa cc. ceOrnad with legal and fiscal matters. The tendency for such

" =ailure to occur, however, is greatly increased by the inclusio. i in spec.-

.'a:ie,'s of -nbiguous, redundant, unnecessary, impractical, or impossible

S:'ovisions, ideally the contractor should obtaia appropriate positive official

elarificat-.o o-* all ambiguities and removal of all redundant, unnecessary,

and impossi e ,rovisions befi-re he is confront-d with the point in the work..

to which thuy apply. In practice, too ofta.., this is not done, and such

provisions -ra ,a erely ignored. On such a job the likelihood is that some

othec prov o-on, one which mujt be complied wxth if tht intended service is

to ba obta., d, will also be ignored throu.", faiLre to ,?preciate its

"i.•nificanc .



Fai!h:o of th.e specifications to include all of the requirements that

r...... be r-at, if the concrete is to give the desired service, results either

r rom lac.• of knowledge coacerning w'hat should be required or from failure

lto ijse properly the available knowledge. It has recently been stated(1 )

that "if half the available knowledge on concrete was put into practice,

5 , crao the problems would evaporate." Lack of knowledge results from

!, ail-.--, of research to have been carried out to produce the needed knowl-
•.,= Th.s, in turn, results primarily from failure of government and industry

:. cel to sup/oft the research that needs to be done. Lack of knowle-a,

¢-•=ia!!y in the field of construction practice, is also significantly con-

zri.•.:-ed z, by failure of those having suclh knowledge to record ind publish

-:. Knc .ge that has not been disseminated through publicatLon is knowledge

t:? is u.available for use by others.

Sailre Ito aýa available knowledge results from failure of specification

w-r-__;rs read, uadC-stand, and apply the information and conclusions given

in the literatur• zhat is available. This failure is contributed to, at

least to some excent, by the failure of some writers to include with the

rcatort of cheir ficd.ags the sort of discussion and interpretion of these

S....ngs chat will facilitate the applicatinn of the findings to specifica-

tion requirements.

We may teen conclude thaL, while there are an infinite number of varieties

of concrete a:..- a, .nfinite range of requirements that concrete must meet,

thei concrv.a in --.- given point in a structure will remain satisfactorily

from &•;erioa-ion if the specifications include the necessary require-

...,nts and are cc.. lied with. I have also suggested that trýre; r assurance
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...;,,h necessary re airements of specifications will be promoted

by exclusion fr,.:: specifications of ambiguity and unncces-ary, redundant,

and impossible rcequirements.

At this point the question might properly be asked: How many variations

on a concrete ,.,epLcification must a specification writer have available to

sac ~among in order to have any chance of matching the right one to any

pa-ricuiar job? Indeed, it might be asked if I am advocating an infinite
er o: variz.tioixsof concrete specifications! My answer is ,--s, I am

--:sten to add, as i hope now to explain, that I do not propose to try to

owa=_.roý: preunt practices today or even tomorrow. What I suggest is That

-ae time will come, and I believe ,ooner than most of us think, when spucifi-

c.-ions wi!' bI ,;•semoied by computers. Oae will feed into the co-.,puter a

.. .... ran¢ of io~mation concerning all the factors I have mentioned, in-

cuc.ing The dexd service life of the struc.ure or the ele...nt of the
structure, t-ch linds and amounts of changes that can be tolerated during

zhbe serv-ce !L-; the nature of che climate and the weather; the characteristics

of the site; the nature and severity of all other relevant agents and agencies

I .oe att-ck " u•t be resisted and to what degree; a variety of structural

ca•, inc ,,' thinness or thickness, orientation, degree of restraint,

,chickness of cover over steel, ability to drain, and so on; a wide variety

of dlata deriv•,l froan tests of locally and economically available materials and

mixtures; _nU, LI necessary, oL..er data from tests of nco-a exotic. less econo,'i-

t .. d mixtures; _.nd finally data on constr-ucr. oa systems, methods,

..., ........ uc.... manner the truly infiaize nu~nber of

. co.2-'._.;cions of mazarials and method3 can be compared
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"with the ecually truly infinite n:aber of alternatives regarding the service

rec'uirements for the concrete and the environment in which these requirements

musz be met so that the one solution that is most economical can be selected,

indicated, an= specified. Thus I a.n siggesring that the concrete specifier

should have, ".n effect, an infinite number of alternative specifications but

that only the btst one will actually ever need to be assembled for any given

job.

wf ,a were today ready to approach the question of preventing undes:;r-

ab, det-riorazion of concrete by the process outlined above, by specifying

only .hosa thing-, that need to be required, all of them, and no more, we

wc,"!d, of course, avoid the Lroubles that confront us when concrete manifests
Smore dete•ioration than anticipated during its specified service life. But,

' %,,^a ass,:x.,e we :;.ust continue for a time under procedures of the sort to which

wa are now Ccurc.-aed, what improvemants can we make? I suggest that the

sure•t guide to success today is si..ply to learn from experience, preferably

the unhaz.•y ..:-a)•'ience of somebody else. The principal reason why the Corps

of Enginaers has had no significant trouble w."*. excessive expansion of

co.crete due to alkali-silica reaction in its flood control and navigation

structuros in, the West is that, as soon as the experience with such expan--ionr

by the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation and the California Division of Highways

-as reported, the investigational program of the Corps of Engineers on the

cz.:crete for Ci.vil Works activities was irxnediately enlarged to develop data

and recozz.:.&.tions on how to determine when the darnger of such deterioration

e:_tad a:.A whct requirements should be imposed to -.revonc its occurrence.

S u do z ..inations have been rout.tnely .ade for many years, and when it is
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,determined that specific requiremcnts should be included in specifications

to providet assurance that deterioration from this cause will be avoided,

such req-uirements are included and are enforced.

The effect of freezing and thawing in producing deterioration of con-

crete was perhaps the first factor thac was recognized by those senz by the

Corps of Engineers to make preliminary plans in 1935 to construct a tidal

pover project near Eastport, Maine. They saw the deterioration that had

f.... 3ec! other people's concrete in the area, and they concluded that a

co,;eýrta. e4,.Ffort would be needed if the Corps were to build a major structure

there th,-. would manifest no greater changes due to frost action than could

be toler:..'ed over its desired service life. Their conclusion has been

Vindicated in two ways, even though the tidal power project haL not been

*•ui.. £Tne studies started there then have yielded, and are still yielding,

botl. general and specific answers on how Lo specify concrete that will wit.r

sa_.nd freezing and thawing. Experience has shown that natural weathering at

mhe ..an :id, level there is as severe a natural freezing-and-thawing exposure

as has ben reported anywhere in the world. Much of the information uponf F.ich the decision of the Corps of Engineers to require that all concrete in

"its Civil Works Pro-ram that might be exposed to frost action be air entrained,

and to do so in ndvance of similar decisions by any other major nr.ecifying

agency, was derived from tests conducted ,based ultimately on observing

deterioration due to freezing and thawing of other people's concrete.

All concrete changes with the passage of - Concrete deazriorazio,;

not a ....at.zr of concern unless the changes that are described as "deot_Ž:Lora-

:'ion" are ,..;anges of a greater a~ree or a different type than were anticipated

k9
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!xpeccea and therefore would have been tolerated in the time during

.. c~h the concraro lie, been in service. Changes of undesirable types br

undesirable degree can be prevented by including in the construction.

*,lficaions those provisions which, if complied with, well cause the

_. teoly tc resist the forces of change to an adequate degree

.- , z-n ?.errci?:iate -eriod of tim;e and by insuring that .he.. provisions

c...#lied \inh. The best way, today, to insure that the specifications for

any given concrete contain the necessary provisions is to appreciate the

... ,: ors cna= have been responsible for previous deterioration of other people's

c3., c-ete .,nd to i provisions in yoir specification that will preclude

L de.terioration for tL'a cause in your concrete. U!•uea y, as more prec...-

* .ni eko~.;c . of che relationship of concrete properties and ,:.:.-

g'• of zaanviront.enu becomes available, precise specifications can b4

a:.L Z tble, that -rey match service conditions and concrete properties :c

r:.'.,ide :h• .... coa.=mical concrete that can be gucrzanteed ro give the " rad

•.:•don from tar.oat ion in the service environmcn.
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